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From the top down, here's the bottom lines:

1. PMI parsings: The latest global PMI data are still consistent with a positive growth/inflation outlook 
and these underlying data and trends support the reflation theme.

2. SLOOS scrutiny: The latest SLOOS data point to likely ongoing loan growth, sound economics, and a 
supportive backdrop for equities.

3. EPUI eruditions: Economic policy uncertainty has proven no barrier to equities, as usual, and for 
now there appears to be a cyclical peak in policy uncertainty across the globe.

4. EM DM Dupont: RoE is turning up across the major markets and the path of leverage is going to play 
just as much a role as profitability in the outlook.

5. The trouble with Japanese equities: Japanese equities see an enormous EY-BY gap, yet the outlook 
is complicated, and the currency presents short-term downside risks.
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1. PMI parsings: The July round of PMIs confirmed the divergence and consolidation seen in the
manufacturing PMIs, but there was an interesting and promising tick up in both the DM and EM composites.
The main driver was that second chart below of the US & China Markit PMIs - should this nascent uptick see
follow-through it will bring in a step change for the global growth/inflation outlook. So that chart is one to
keep front of mind.

Aside from that, the July update to the lead-indicator for global trade points to the global trade growth
rebound remaining in play through year-end, yet with upside looking clearly capped at this point. Taking the
average across a basket of countries on the key subindexes: new orders, prices, and employment there's
another couple of important clues to global growth-inflation dynamics. For one, new orders are still
meaningfully outpacing employment - this gap tends to be wide during the early part of an expansion;
narrowing later in the cycle. Overall it's one to add to the inflation upside collection.

Bringing it back to markets it all looks consistent with something you could call reflation, it's definitely not
deflation anyway. Given the reset in positioning we've seen in the reflation/risk-on assets it would appear
consistent with a likely next phase in the reflation trade. Perhaps a more meaningful market shakeout/reset
needs to happen, or a catalyst to show-up, but the underlying data/trends are there.

Bottom line: The overall message from the global PMI data are consistent with positive growth/inflation 
outlook and these underlying data and trends support the reflation theme.
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Divergence remains the theme for EM vs DM manufacturing PMIs, but the slight uptick in July on 
both fronts is basically the doing of the two in the accompanying chart of the US and China PMIs - it 
seems the two share a common cycle and the next phase in the global economic cycle will hinge 
upon how much follow-through we see.
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The PMI subindexes global trade bellwether has topped out at solid levels, which points to solid 
levels of global trade volume growth, yet with limited upside. On the other subindexes the second 
chart shows a fairly inflationary picture and note the gap between new orders and employment -
this gap tends to close at the later part of the cycle.
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With the fast and furious reset in reflation/risk-on speculative futures positioning, it's important to 
keep in mind that there are real hard-data trends that backup the reflation theme, and again it's too 
soon to count it out. The odds are in favour of the reflation trade assets (+ve growth/risk assets, -ve
yield/income assets).
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2. SLOOS scrutiny: Looking at the Fed's latest Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey on bank lending practices
[SLOOS] there's a few key trends and signals to note. First is on credit growth. I previously pointed out the
lead that credit standards provide on loan growth and how it pointed to a reacceleration in loan growth, this
appears to be in play. The NACM CMI was one datapoint that confirmed this conclusion, and it continues to,
however the new credit applications index has rolled over from very strong levels. Overall, the SLOOS (and
CMI) remains consistent with further loan growth.

The second point is on the economic conditions aspect. The link between the CMI and PMI shows a clear
interlinkage between credit conditions and economic conditions, so when you see small business credit
standards improving it's probably a good sign for what is still a key part of the economy and engine for
employment growth. Notably, both the SLOOS and NFIB series confirm that credit conditions have improved
for small businesses since the brief and slight deterioration seen in 2015/16.

The final point, on markets, the SLOOS continues to give the all-clear for the S&P500. Typically when you get
a tightening of lending standards it either coincides with greater volatility, a correction, or a bear market. But
after the 2015/16 turmoil it's back to easing, which remains supportive for equities. On credit there is a
divergence between the "banks net-increasing the spread vs cost of funding" and HY credit spreads. All else
equal this is a red mark against credit, thought I would point out that this indicator is yet to move above zero
where it would indicate outright net-increases. So it's a divergence to be wary of, but for now, the SLOOS
scrutiny would conclude with a view that it's overall growth-positive and risk-asset-supportive.

Bottom line: The latest SLOOS data point to likely ongoing loan growth, sound economics, and a supportive 
backdrop for equities.
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Key chart of interest is the commercial and industrial lending standards series against loan growth,
complemented with the NACM Credit Managers Index sub-components, picked the rebound in
credit growth that appears to be in play now.
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A key reason to look at lending conditions is the inter-linkage with the real economy, e.g. the CMI
vs the PMI. But a key development is at the small end of town, credit conditions are clearly easier
whether its the Fed loan officer survey of the small business confidence survey.
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As for market implications, a deterioration in lending standards has historically been a key warning
sign for the S&P500. It's a little less clear for credit spreads, but divergences are still important to
be mindful of - though I would point out the indicators in the second chart below are still yet to
move into outright net-increasing (above the zero line).
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3. EPUI eruditions: Most people are well familiar with the link between the economic policy uncertainty
indexes (see policyuncertainty.com) and the various measures of market volatility. Yet another key link is
between the policy uncertainty indexes and the equity risk premium. The rule of thumb is that higher policy
uncertainty is generally consistent with a higher (required) equity risk premium.

Indeed, it's this along with the VIX or volatility relationship that arguably helps or supports the notion that
policy uncertainty indexes are actually more in the contrarian indicator camp. That is, higher policy
uncertainty is not necessarily a barrier to equities, nor is low policy uncertainty levels an indication of lower
risk.

Looking at the global level there appears to be at least a cyclical peak in policy uncertainty. The indexes have
fallen on average across developed and emerging economies (more so in DM relative to EM). The gap
between global policy uncertainty and global equity volatility is also narrowing despite the rundown in
implied and realized volatility.

We always knew the gap would close, but perhaps this is not the way the bears expected it to happen. Call it
central banks overriding or underwriting it all, or just the fact that the global growth dynamics have improved
(and that can solve a lot of problems, particularly on the political front), but for now the trend seems to be a
peak in policy uncertainty and positive risk and sentiment dynamics.

Bottom line: Policy uncertainty has proven no barrier to equities, as usual, and for now there appears to be a 
cyclical peak in policy uncertainty across the globe.

http://policyuncertainty.com/
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The economic policy uncertainty index has reduced somewhat in America... perhaps one reason is
the lack of progress on anything! That said, while it has come down, historically the trend is higher
policy uncertainty is consistent with a higher (required) equity risk premium. Yet from a stock
market perspective it's proven no barrier for markets, and along with the implications of a higher
ERP it actually tends to function as a contrarian indicator.
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At a global level economic policy uncertainty has fallen significantly, and fallen for both emerging
and developed economies in general. The gap between policy uncertainty the VIX has thus closed
notably, albeit perhaps not in the way that many of the bears might have expected.
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4. EM DM DuPont: Recalling back to your corporate finance textbooks on the old DuPont analysis, it's actually a
useful framework for analyzing trends in equity market ROE. As a reminder, ROE gets broken down to leverage
(assets/equity) and return on assets (earnings/assets) - which in turn gets broken down to profit margin
(earnings/sales) and asset efficiency or asset turnover ratio (sales/assets). It goes further, but we'll keep at that level
for this exercise.

Going in at the top level I've shown the numbers for emerging markets, USA, and DM Ex-US. There's 2 major
observations to begin with. 1. Return on equity has turned up meaningfully in 2017; and 2. This is against a
downtrend since the peak around 2007. The DuPont RoE breakdown analysis in the accompanying charts below
help show why and what's driving it across them.

Starting with emerging markets, there has been a clear downtrend in ROE, this has been driven by declining profit
margins, declining asset efficiency (and hence a falling ROA), yet a consistent and significant uptrend in leverage has
helped to partially offset that deterioration. For the USA, ROA and its drivers are fairly stable, so the slight decline in
ROE has mainly been driven by deleveraging. In DM Ex-US it's "all of the above" as deleveraging has teamed up with
lower profitability.

Looking forward, deleveraging seems to have run its course for now in the USA and DM Ex-US, while the profitability
aspects are arguably undergoing a cyclical upturn. For EM it's a case of cyclical vs structural factors and what looks
like a peak in leverage. So the outlook is likely to be for more improvement in USA and DM Ex-US. For emerging
markets, given the increase in leverage it's not going to take much improvement in profitability to translate into
higher ROE - so that's something to keep in mind given the constructive global growth backdrop.

Bottom line: RoE is turning up across the major markets and the path of leverage is going to play just as much a role 
as profitability in driving the outlook.
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There's a couple of observations for return on equity across these major stock market groupings:
1. RoE has turned up meaningfully in 2017. 2. This is against a downtrend since the peak
around 2007. The DuPont RoE breakdown analysis in the accompanying charts below help show
why and what's driving it across them.
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For EM it's a case of declining proftiability, declining efficiency of assets, yet rising leverage has
partially come in to offset. On the USA it's fairly steady overall, yet some deleveraging took place
following the crisis. For DM Ex-US it's a combination of lower profitability, efficiency, and a little
bit of deleveraging too.
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5. Japanese equities in review: As the foundations of Abenomics seem to be on shaky ground (given politics) at the
moment, it's worth reviewing Japanese equities. From a cyclical standpoint the economy is looking better than it has
in a while. The unemployment rate is close to record lows, apartment prices are rising, the labor force is actually
growing (with the female participation rate a big contributor), and even corporate earnings have improved. Yet the
TOPIX is yet to reclaim its highs.

An interesting conundrum, or set of data points, for Japan is the mix of valuation, risk free rates, and growth. The
chart below shows the earnings yield (derived from the IBES forward PE ratio) compared to the 10-year government
bond yield and the shadow policy rate (from the RBNZ - Krippner... method intended to bring in the impact of QE
effects to get the QE-effective policy rate for the BOJ). Against the bond yield it's a large gap at about 7% and even
larger against the shadow policy rate, at about 14%. Intuitively this should make for an incredibly bullish case for
Japanese equities. Yet in some respects the second chart kind of reconciles it or at least puts it in perspective... that
growth also matters. That is, low bond yields and high earnings yields are a product of progressively lower longer
term GDP growth rates.

Something tells me that such a significant EY-BY gap should matter. And maybe growth will start to turn up as the
perhaps surprising (short-term?) trend of a rising labor force budges up against the declining trend in potential GDP
growth. Yet I still feel a sense of skepticism. Short term that sense may be reinforced by the equity-currency
dynamics. The TOPIX typically trade closely with USDJPY, and the valuation and positioning chart shows a situation of
an undervalued JPY with heavy short speculative futures positioning... a set of conditions that bias the risks to the
upside for the JPY, and thus to the downside for Japanese equities.

Bottom line: Japanese equities see an enormous EY-BY gap, yet the outlook is complicated, and the currency presents 
short-term downside risks.
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The conundrum of valuation, risk free rates, and growth in Japan:
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Just one thing: a key potential spanner in the works for Japanese equities is the path of the 
currency. There is typically a fairly close link between the currency and the stockmarket due to the 
importance of currency on earnings, among other factors. Issue then is, that JPY is looking 
undervalued with still fairly heavy shorts. So while already there's a divergence, the currency is at risk 
of further strength, which is a source of downside risk for Japanese equities (albeit unhedged from a 
USD investor perspective may not be as bad!).
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